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Patients with inacular deenerafio ciear
again less than veeIcs1

-.vIhr tr
jundreds

of thousands of people each year are her children grow up in lull focus

tortured by the blinding effects of age-related And Richard who was given no hope hy his doctors

macular degeneration AMD As the disease progress- only to see his vision improve in just four days after

cs their line of vision becomes smaller...and smaller. making some simple changes in his eating habits

and smaller Aid although AMD is the leading cause Patients like these have proven to Dr Meligren

of blindness in the United States most doctors stIl and to me that -food can he powerful cure even for

dont have any viable treatments to offer few well- vision loss

informed physicians have begun to prescribe supple- ow uoes it work Its simiar to the health of other

ments and the re on the right trackbut theres parts of your body The macu/a is the center part of the

better way still retina in the eye Its responsible for fine detailed vision

brand-new study confirms that the answer to preven- ike any other organ the eye depends on the blood

tion and treatment of AI\4D is hid in your refrigerator stream to bring it oxygen itamin and other nutrients

If your eye doesnt net the niou ishrnent it needs
TO

our macula aeteriorates Tne center held of yourrç-
ision gets blurry coors grow dim eadrng and other

C. LL1
close work become increasingly difficult .and eventu

With just few simple changes to your eating habits ally ou may go completely blind

you can greatly reduce your risk of developing AiJID But if you simply provide the macula with steady

Better yet you can stop the disease in its tracks and supply of eye-strengthening nutrents-and healthy

even reverse its course just by eating foods low in fat blood vessels to deliver these nutrientsyour sight can

an high in eye-strengthening nutrients remain strong ihroughout your life

This two-pronged approach to preventing and treat- ri
ing AMD is supported by reams of researchstudies

--

II1j j001C /15j2ñ
ing that lood can save youi visior j1st as it tias or

others...even after doctors tolu them there was no hope UL L/
The fIrst step in preventig and reversing At ID is to

--

eat low-fat low-cholesterol foods ust few months
-- .L/

ago study reported in the Aineiican Journal of
An ophthamologist friend of mine from San Diego clinical Nutrition showed that people with the highest

Sally Mellgren M.D has been working with patients levels of total fat consumption had more than 1.5 times
who have Al ID for 20 years She had great deal of the risk of ED than their counterparts with the lowest

success in helping patients restore their vision through fat consumption The landmark Beaver iam Eye
nutritional therapy alone atients like

Study found that people with the highest here/c of saturated

Patricia .a young mother with an inherited form of
ftit intake had an 80 percent higher risk of developing age-

macmar degeneration who lost her drive license related macular degeneration And study of
because of her deteriorating vision After changing her

patients with i\MD and similar eye disorders showed
eating habits she improved her eyesight to 20/40 in one that regimen of low-fat lo -cholesterol foods and

ye and 20/20 in the other eye Now shes able to watch cholesterol-lowering medication improved vision to

20 percent within just one month
Am Clin Nut 73209-218 2001
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Sure you could get these nutrients from supple

ments Some progressive eye doctors are beginning to

move in that direction and many new formulations

are touting the inclusion of lutein for healthier eyes

But the truth is supplements wont help clean out

your arteriesand they can cost hundreds of dollars

per year Why pay fortune for supplements when
FOOD addresses both issues

If all of this seems overwhelming it doesnt have to

be The good news is that youll automatically get

ALL of these nutrients just by following plant-

based eating plan like the McDougall Program Take

look at the box on page It shows you natural

delicious food sources of all the vitamins minerals

and antioxidant nutrients Ive covered Dark-green

leafy vegetables fruits whole grains and legumes

appear on the list again and again You neednt ana

lyze the nutritional composition of everything you
eat Just base your meals on these healing foods and

youll be covered Whats more your meals will be

naturally low in fatso youll cover both sides of the

AIVID equation

Quite few alternative doctors are promoting
hair-mineral analysis as way of diagnosing the

secret causes of stubborn diseases But is it real sci

enceor just another money-grabbing scam that

gives alternative medicine bad name
This question was put to the test by recent main

stream study and the response from one hair-mineral-

analysis laboratory The answer It all depends..

Lab results can vary greatly-
even when testing the same hair

recent study in the Journal of the American

Medical Association JAMA compared hair-analysis

results obtained from six different laboratories All of

the laboratories were sent hair samples from the

same person to ensure that they were identical The

labs results varied in nearly every wayfrom the cost

of the analysis to the properties it tested for .to its

recommendations Based on these results the study

team concluded that hair-mineral analysis is unreliable

But not so fast Representatives from one of the

labs Doctors Data of St Charles Illinois took

exception to the studys conclusions Hair-mineral

analysis is widely unregulated practice they

admit and labs across the country use wide range

of different procedures to prepare and test hair

samples But they say when the most advanced

procedures are used the procedure is accurate and

results are reproducible After another look the

JAMA study actually supports this Doctors Data

and the one other lab using ICP-mass spectrometry

considered the latest technology did indeed produce

comparable results

So what does this say about the 225000 hair-mineral

tests performed in the United States each year Im
sure some of them reveal some accurate information

But many more of them are used to sell mineral supple

ments most of which are completely unnecessaly Half

of the labs included in the JAMA study recommended

specific supplements to remedy their findings

practice both the authors and Doctors Data

denounce Neither of the labs using ICP-mass

spectrometry sells supplements based on the results

of its testing

Should you be tested

If youre eating variety of fruits vegetables and

whole grains theres no reason to think youre not

getting all the minerals you need But believe hair-

mineral analysis can be useful in determining whether

your body has been contaminated by toxic minerals

including mercury arsenic and aluminum

Considering the deadly effects of these metals the

test may be worthwhile for some But the emphasis

should be on identifying the source of the contamina

tion and eliminating it on taking supplements
And results from hair-mineral analysis should be

confirmed by blood tests before any action is taken

Make sure the lab you choose
doesnt also sell supplements

If youre interested in hair-mineral analysis and

dont mind spending the $30 to $69 peple charge for

it do some homework before choosing laboratory

Pick one that uses ICP-mass spectrometry and does

not sell supplements Look for CLIA Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Act certification which

will provide some assurance of reputable lab

However while the CLIA requires that labs comply
with proficiency testing standards for specialties

like toxicology or chemistry there are no such stan

dards for hair-mineral analysis In other words it

doesnt mean that they are specially trained in hair-

mineral analysis

Most of all make sure you have clear realistic expec
tations going inwhen you think about it you may just

decide that your $69 would be better spent elsewhere

HAIRMINERAL ANALYSIS
Alternative breakthroughor just scam

JAMA 28567-72 2001



New bloodpressure study shows drugs are not
the most effective treatment So what is

FOOD is more powerful than

drugs Yes even when it comes to

treating high blood pressure Thats

the message we get from new sci

entific study Researchers found

that eating the right foods is the

it way to bring down blood-

pressureeven better than pre
scription medications

This study found in the New

England Journal of Medicine

charted the effects of food on the

blood pressure of 412 people

Participants followed either typi

cal American diet or the DASH
plana low-fat eating strategy

thats rich in fruits vegetables

and whole grains

In addition the participants in

each group also varied their sodi

um intake each month While some

kept to the high levels typically con
sumed by Americans 150 mmol

per day others reduced theirs

quite dramaticallycutting it all

the way down to 50 mmol per day

even lower than the current

mainstream recommendation
The breakthrough came when

people combined low-sodium and

low-fat eating habits While both the

DASH plan and low sodium levels

helped to lower blood pressure inde

pendently the study found that com

bining the two strategies produces

the best results by farequal to or

greater than results typically seen

from drug therapy.1

This food miracle may
surprise mainstream doc

tors but Ive seen it happen
in less than two days

know this approach works Ive

seen it work for hundreds of people

at my clinic at St Helena

Hospitaland with far greater

speed than many doctors dare to

imagine In fact while this study

tracked results over an entire

month Ive seen my patients blood

pressure stabilize in little as 36

hours Thats right theyre back to

normal in less than two daysjust

from changing their eating habits

If youre one of the tens of mil

lions of people in the world with

high blood pressure this is reason

to celebrate You can throw away

those expensive drugs and say good
bye to their nasty side effects Even

better you can see even greater

results than you did while taking

themjust by eating your fill of

delicious foods

Sounds too good to be

true Well my patient Sam
had his doubts too

When Sam came to me he was

taking three different drugs to

lower his blood pressure and they

still werent doing the job Even on

the medication Sams blood pres
sure was dangerously high158/104

mmHg But after just one day on

the McDougall Program he

dropped it down to 148/90 By day

three it was 140/88 By the ninth

day Sam was able to stop all his

blood-pressure medicationand
his pressure was healthy and nor
mal 110/70

Better still is what those num
bers mean They mean that Sam
cut his risk of heart attack in

halfand reduced his chances of

stroke by staggering 700 percent

Three different types of medicine

hadnt been able to do that What
the drugs had done is given him

miserable side effects such as

impotence diarrhea and dizziness

And think of all the money he was

paying for those benefits

Instead Sam simply ate his way
to healthy blood pressure Delicious

foods like pasta primavera spicy

Mexican chili and apple torte did

it for himand they can do it for

you too

High blood pressure isnt

diseaseits cry for

help from your body

Even more importantly blood-

pressure medications dont really

solve your problem Thats because

high blood pressure isnt disease

at allits simply signal that your

arteries are getting into trouble

Its just like when you put your

finger over the mouth of garden

hose to increase the pressure The

less room there is for the blood to

flow the higher the pressure will

be Blood-pressure drugs do noth

ing but mask that warning signal

giving you false sense of security

There are several different

kinds of blood-pressure medica

tions and each works in different

way Beta-blockers slow the heart

rate reducing the rate at which

blood is pumped through the arter

ies Calcium-channel blockers pre
vent the arteries from constricting

leaving more room for blood flow

ACE inhibitors block hormone

that constricts blood vessels And
each drug comes with its own batch

of unpleasant side effects Beta

blockers can weaken the heart

muscle for instance and calcium

channel blockers cause problems as

minor as constipation and as seri

ous as heart disease cancer bleed

ing and suicide

But the real shame is that none

of them gets to the root of the

problemhigh-fat foods that are

gumming up the works

You see fat in the foods we eat

literally coats our blood cells mak
ing them stick together and move
more slowly through our arteries In

r4

Eng Med 3443-10 2001
Continued on page
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iiew study shcws vtarrii Cpaced

foods sash your rsk of hart dsase

You know that vitamin has long been societys OF ri MONT1
most popular cold-busting vitamin But dir you

know that it can also protect your heart cambridge cambridge professor says -Small and lea-

University scientists studied 19500 people between the sibie changes within the normal population range of

ages of 4.5 and 79 and found that those with the high- intake could have large effect My advce to youz

est vitamin intakes had the lowest heart death rates Incorporate more vitamin c-containing foods into

They also found that with 50-gram increase around your diet If youre foilo ing the McDougall plan

oz in fruits or vegetables it is possible to cut death theres good chance you re already getting plenty of

rate by 20 percent regardless of age blood pressure the vitamin oranges grapefruit apples bananas and

or whether or not you smoke These findings are par- yellow and green vegetables are all good sources ry
ticularly exciting because the evidence lends support to out the follmving recipe it rich in vitamin full of

the health benefits of eating fruits and vegetables One antioxidants and reai favorite at our clinic

BAKED STUFFED BANANA SQUASH
By Chris Hartung chef for the McDougall Program at St Helena Center for Health

Preparathjq Time 60 minutes Preheat oven to 350 degrees

cooking Time 60 minutes
For stufting

Servings 10-12
.-Place cups of the vgtahle hioh sducLpafl

Stuffing and add the carrots celery onions and garlic

carrots scrubbed and chopped cook stirring occasionally for minutes Add
stalks celery chopped corn and cook another minutes Add rice

red onions chopped remaining vegetable broth sage oregano thyme

ears corn cut into 1/2 inch coins pepper and chicKen-like seasoning ring to

1/4 cup minced garlic boil cover reduce heat and cook for 20 minu es

cups rice pilaf mix Acid crarberries and cook for another minutes

1/2 cup dried cranberries Remove from heat and cool

12 cups vegetable broth
For squash

tablespoon chicken-like seasoning Cut squash in halt Remove seeds ann stringy por
taoiesnoons sane

tion Steam or microwave untu about hail tender
teaspoons oregano

fork will merce but still quite firm Remove from
teaspoons black pepper beth and cool Sprinkle with brown sugar and sage
teaspoon thyme

Place the stuffing in the squash anu bake covereu

Squash at 350 degrees for 30 minutes

whole banana squash see hints
For sauce

tablespoons brown sugar
Place all ingredients except parsley in blender

tablespoon sage
jar and process until very smooth Pour into

Sauce saucepan cook and stir until thickened Add parsley

cups vegetable broth and mix well Pour over squash

cup cashews us Plain brovvn rice may oe useu as well as
teaspoons omon powder

any variety of rice pilaf Chopued nuts or mushrooms
teaspoon garlic powder

may be added to the stuffing ingredients if desreu
1/2 teaspoon salt

Cook along with the vegetables aple syrup cran-
1/2 teasooon white pepuer

oerry juice may he used in place of the orown sugar
taolespoons cornstarcn

for dii lerent flavor Other winter squashes may be
cup chopoed fresh parsley

substituted for the banana squash ii desired

b-ah oit tha ni 7aiyj- --ft .-i 7/Ffl1 co.i

li ozit- fl1.i1 id- -iC 1i1j oii



response the heart pumps harder trying to get the

blood moving Sodium adds to the problem because it

encourages water retentionincreasing the sheer vol

ume of fluid that the heart has to pump

But just as the wrong foods cause
the problemthe right ones can

solve it immediately

Fruits vegetables and whole grains lower blood-

pressure almost immediately because they contain lit

tle if any fat or sodium When you eat low-fat low-

sodium meal your body feels the difference right

away Changes in blood composition and pressure can

be measured within hours And the effects just keep

getting better with each low-fat meal that follows

Imagine that deadly health problem you can solve

yourself just by eating more
Just what do mean by low-fat Well reducing the

fat in your meals by any proportion is good thing

But on the McDougall Plan recommend no more

than 10 percent of daily calories come from fat Yes
thats considerably lower than mainstream recommen

dations which usually come in at around 30 percent

But its the best way to see resultsFASTand
increase your chances for long healthy life And as

youll see theres no reason to give up taste or enjoy-

ment along the way Just take look at any of my cook

books Recipes like bean and rice burritos mashed

potatoes with brown gravy and peach pie will convince

you that low-fat doesnt have to translate into low taste

There are many delicious low-fat foods to choose

frombut few specific ones may provide even more

blood-pressure-lowering effects Potassium has ben
shown to lower blood pressure so choose fruits tnd

vegetables that are naturally rich in that mineral

Bananas prunes potatoes spinach and artichokes are

some excellent and delicious choices Garlic is

another powerful food cure researchers at Tulane

University Medical School found that garlic may have

natural ability to expand blood vessels and reduce

blood pressure It shouldnt be hard to work any of

these foods into your daily meals

Let me repeat the great newsin less than week
you could be off all your blood-pressure medication

and feel better than you have in years all while eating

your fill at every meal And remember its inexpensive

and there are no negative side effects Of course you
should always check with your doctor before you stop

taking any prescription medication or change your diet

But if you take these steps think youand your doc
torwill be impressed with the results

Youve probably been hearing lot lately about

foot-and-mouth disease mad cow disease and other

epidemics that may contaminate our food supply

Food irradiation is being touted as an easy solution to

some of these nightmaresbut new study shows that

it actually makes our food less healthy

Did you know that your food might already be

treated with as much radiation as is transmitted in

330 million chest X-rays Although some food compa
nies say food irradiation will kill bacteria and other

pathogens that infect our food scientists havent stud

ied this process thoroughly enough to provide any

definitive information on its long-term health effects

But now we know for sure that irradiation kills off

many of the valuable vitamins in our foods Thats the

message that emerged from between the lines of the

FDAs December 2000 ruling on the irradiation of

fruit and vegetable juices

California Day-Fresh Foods food manufacturer

seeking FDA permission to irradiate its juices showed

in its own research that irradiation strips nearly half

the betacarotene from orange juiceylus it removes

Yet despite this evidence the FDA approved permit

that added fruit and vegetable juices to the growing

list of foods that can be treated with radiation

Theres better way to ensure your
food is healthy and free of irradiation

So how can you be sure youre getting all the

nutrition your foods have to offer The best bet is to

buy organic Foods that are labeled organic cannot be

irradiated If you cant always buy organic its often

more expensive and harder to find then make sure to

look carefully at the labels on the foods you do buy
Whole foods that have been treated with radiation

are required to carry label either the international

symbol for food irradiation called radura see
above or the phrasetreated by irradiation or

treated with radiation But youll have to look

hard to find it because the labeling is very small

Irradiated products used in prepared packaged
foods or in restaurants dont require labeling so you
can only be sure youre getting all the nutrients if

you buy whole unprocessed foods

the latest reseaich shows youre exactly right

r4

13 percent of vitamin and 10 percent of vitamin
Nutrition Week3l7 2001
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This study suggests that postmenopausal women

LI ri with normal results should wait at least two years

ft before submitting to another test agreeand might

If youre postrnenopausal woman with no history
even take that recommendation one step further

of abnormal results you dont need an annual Pap
here is good evidence that women do not need

smear new stud reports that frequent tests on ap smears at all after the age of 50 Here why It

older women dont save livesrather they create
takes almost 15 years for cancer to develop and

unnecessary anxiety with their high false-positive rates
another 10 to 15 years before that cancer becomes life

The study followed over 500 postmenopausal
threatening Plus many believe that cervical cancer

women for four years At the beginning of the study
results from sexually transmitted disease and is there-

all the women had normal Pap smear readings By
fore much less likely to he seen in older women Some

the second year 110 of them had abnormal results
studies have recommended that postmenopausal

After further testing toe researchers determined that women with normal histories stop having Pap smears

only on of those abnormal readings was valid109 altogether And after hysterectomy there is no more

wee false positives These false nositi es set oil
need for Pap smears no matter what your age

dc of completely unnecessary worry and more Ann Intern Med 133942-950 2000

invasive procedures for these women 4MA 27.940 1996

Reverse errnna drnage and be healthy agahil

In 1978 at age 37 Vice President Dick Cheney suf- What you need to do is base your meals around

fered his first heart attack That was the year finished starches vegetables and fruits

my residency became board-certified internist and The primary threat to persons life is rupture of

began my medical practice based around diet and lifestyle the tiny overstuffed plaques that line the inside of the

If fate had played out differently and we had mel then arteries These ruptures can caLse blood clot throrn
his future might have been different and we wouldnt bus to form which closes off coronary artery causing

all he wondering wuen the next heart attack might hit heart attack Within hours of eating plant-based

Well guess what. .the vice president can still he low-fat meal these volatile plaques become stable and

helped And so can the millions of other Americans in are much tess likely to burst.-7 You also reduce the

his shoes Many people think that if theyve had heart chance of blood clot forming by removing the strongest

surgery or multiple heart attacks in the past they have clotting substance people consumeanimal fat

heart condition and theres not much they can 10 change in our diet is the most important thing

other than have surgery and take drugs to minimize the YOU can do for your health for yourself and for your

next attack But even in seemingly hopeless family Dick cheney has many more people to answer

cases. .there is still soktion to now hope he hasnt given up and accepted this dis

/1 7_T -.- ease as part of his life as too many Americans have

Theres direct correlation between Ihe foods we P\ i.

eat our cholesterol and our hearts Studies worldwide j\
show that populations of people who maintain choles

terol level below 150 mg/dl are essentially iminime from

heart disease ven in cases when it may be too late for P.S Mad-cow disease is all over the news again It

i.7lmwnt yoi can still reverse the disease.1 Initially you
amazes me that it takes an epidemic like this to scare

may need to add some cholesterol-lowering medications people away from animal products Next month youll

to get your levels low enough But alv ays keep in mind find out why vegetarians and meat-eaters alike need

that diet is more effective than drugs at reversing
to be on the look-out for hidden bovine ingredients in

artery disease products they may be using every day
Citations avaiable pan request

Ti graduated from thc Michigan State University Medical School and completed his residency training in internal medicine at the

University of Hawaii He is board-certified specialist in internal medicine and one of the worlds leading experts on health and nutrition Aa medical directo

of revolutionary program at St Helena Hospital in Napa Valley California he has attracted national acclaim for helping people of virtually all ages to ovr
come chronic illnesses and reverse life-threatening conditions

He is the author of several nationally best-selling books including
The McDouolI Plnn McDou9olls Medicine econd

Opinic 5-Dougall

rorom 12 0ays to Dynomic l-leolth The McDougall Pmtram for Moximum Wciht Loss The McDouall Pooiom fo The McDc
-lcal hv Heort His face will be familiai to many from his television aenearance The Phil Donahue Shoon CNN
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